To: RAR Engineering services and Research

Subject: Issuance of Letter of Intent to award the contract (APF/NCB Works/BSTS Bardaghat/075076-001)

This is to notify you that, it is our intention to award the contract IFB No:-APF/NCB Works/BSTS Bardaghat/075076-001 (published no oct-5,2018) for execution of the construction of office building/Shed Type Barrack, Septic Tank, Soak Pit (300 users) and Water tank stand (Insert name of the contract and identification number, as given in the contract Data/SCC) to you as your bid price ₹77,217,560 (In words in Seventy Seven lakhs Twenty one thousand Seven hundred Forty Five paase Sixty only including 13% VAT) as corrected and modified in accordance with the instructions to bidders is hereby selected as substantially responsive lowest evaluated bid.

Authorized Signature

Name:- SSP Shambhu Subedi
Title: COMMANDANT

CC:
Nati construction P.Ltd.Jambale-4 Lalitpur
Basant Construction Butwal Rupandehi
Prabesh Brothers Pvt. Ltd.Baneshwor -34
Shree Krishna JV Kupandol-10 Lalitpur
Thepa Construction Bardaghat-04 Nawaparasi
Nabin Construction Jaheda-5
The Lumbini Nirman Sewa, Dharampath-02